Moyston Primary School aims to develop in our students a purpose of belonging and an understanding of the importance of taking responsibility for their own learning. This is to take place in a caring learning environment that engages students to work towards achieving their personal best in an atmosphere of mutual respect and cooperation, and assisting them to become valued members of the community.

The staff and students of Moyston Primary School would like to thank our Chinese visitors Jane, Lisa and Jim for being a part of our school for the last 2 weeks.

The children have had a wonderful time and learnt a lot about China.

We would also like to thank our Student Teacher Natalie Dowsett for all of her hard work during her placement.

Tomorrow (8th August) is excursion to HALLS GAP ZOO. Students will not be required to bring their own lunch to the Zoo as the school will be providing a BBQ for lunch. Students are required to bring snacks and drinks.
EMAIL SURVEY

Last Friday 1st August, the school sent out a short survey via email asking for feedback. This survey will go directly to Anthony, however all identities will remain private.

Your answers will help with future school planning. Please complete this survey as soon as possible.
COMMUNITY DINNER

A huge thank you to everyone who helped at our Moyston Primary School Community dinner last week.

A special thanks must go to Lydia and Zaiga for coordinating the dinner.

Even though it was freezing with some snow last Friday, we had a fantastic turn out with everyone enjoying delicious chicken schnitzels.

Profit for the meal was $682.39!

Well done everyone!
Creating and flying kites!
SCHOOL UPGRADES

As part of the sustainability grant we received last year, our new self closing doors have been installed! The refurbishing of the portable is starting to take shape as we have received the ovens, dishwasher, cooktops and taps from REECE.
In class Mum gave, we make Chinese food. We took some Chinese food picture and we now make the dumpling. We are happy, first we wash the vegetable, next we cut vegetable then we make the dumpling. Finally my mum cook dumpling. Afternoon we eat dumpling, no people say dumpling isn’t nice. We like dumpling.

—Jim

On Tuesday we did cooking with Jane and Lisa. Georgia and I chopped up the vegetables after Jackson, Jake and Aiden washed them. After us girls did the chopping, Jane gave us a massage, it was good! When we were called back in to shape them, I made 3 dumplings and 6 wonton. It took a while to get the wontons right. For lunch we had 3 of each. It was the best ever, I could have eaten one hundred!

—April

On Tuesday we made dumplings and wontons with Jane and Lisa. What I did? Jacko, Jake and I made both of them. We all had three dumplings and two and a half wontons. They were so nice. I want the recipe!—Aiden T.
What we did on Tuesday. We made dumplings and wontons they were extremely delicious. Zac, Tommy, Jonah and I rolled the dumplings and wontons. I hope we get to make them again.
— Evie

Today we made dumplings and wontons with Jane and Lisa. Firstly we cleaned and cut the vegetables. We then made the inside of the dumplings and wontons then we put them together and ate them for lunch. They tasted very nice and I would certainly eat them again. — Jacko

The Chinese food was good! I want to know the recipe SO BAD!! Chinese cooking is yummy and I could make it again and again. — Jonah
Our Active After school BMX program is well underway for Term 3. The students are gaining valuable skills which will help in our upcoming BMX events.

**2014 Dates for VSCC BMX SERIES**

- Wednesday 27th August Ballarat BMX Club
- Friday 19th September Warrnambool BMX Club
- Friday 10th October Bendigo BMX Club
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Over the last fortnight, all of our students have been creating a variety of Chinese artwork. Their beautiful creations are displayed around the school. Please come in and have a look at the beautiful work made by our students.
**PILATES with Zaiga**

MONDAY and

THURSDAY

9am

in the school

Library

**OLD TIME DANCE**

Our next rostered dance duty is **NEXT Friday 15th August**.

**Jackson and Keilar** families are rostered to help on the night.

If this is inconvenient, please arrange to swap with another school family.

All families are requested to please provide 2 plates of cakes or slice for the evening.

Plates can be left at the school on Friday 15th August or taken to the Moyston Hall by 9pm. Thanks.

---

**LUNCH ORDER MENU**

**AVAILABLE FRIDAYS**

**HOT FOOD**

- Chicken Sandwich $3.00
- Pie $2.50
- Spring Roll $2.00
- Dim Sim $1.00
- Chicken Nuggets 50c
- Party Pies $1.00
- Fruit Box $1.50
- SWEETS $1.00

Please write your name and order on an envelope with correct money. If we run out of stock, a replacement product will be given in consultation with your child and change given if required.

---

**LUNCH ORDER CHANGE**

**LOL’s will no longer be available**